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foreword

Justice For All — three words we have been reciting since grade school. These three words are 
a promise: to treat everyone the same; to administer the laws fairly; and to provide justice. This 
idea of Justice For All can only be achieved when our court system reflects the rich diversity 
of our people. 

Our court system should be filled with judges who not only are intelligent, thoughtful, and 
faithful to the rule of law, but also bring diversity of experience and background. We should 
have judges who have been prosecutors and public defenders, and who have been in business 
and government. When our courts are dominated by only one legal profession, one political 
party, or one gender or race, the public’s perception of justice suffers. Justice demands not 
only equality in fact but the appearance thereof. It is critical that when people access our 
courthouses, they see people at all levels of the court system that look like them. When the only 
people of color in a courthouse are in handcuffs, the public’s perception of Justice is “Just Us.”

The reality is that all judges bring into the courtroom their unique life experience, tempered 
by their oath to make decisions based on the law and the constitution. It’s the integrity and 
judgment of these men and women that allow our constitutional democracy to move forward.

When people lose faith in the judiciary, they lose faith in democracy. We must take action to 
build a bench that reflects and serves its community. By thinking critically about the need for 
judicial diversity and taking active steps to make the process for selecting judges as fair and 
open as possible, we will be able to strengthen our bench and inspire the public. 

Yvette McGee Brown
Former Supreme Court of Ohio Justice and Franklin County Common Pleas Court Judge

Current Partner-in-Charge of Diversity, Inclusion & Advancement at Jones Day
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InTroduCTIon

The judiciary plays a critical role in our democracy. Judges resolve disputes, protect rights, and 
interpret the law. The decisions they make affect all aspects of society, from banking to marriage 
to policing. Selecting fair and impartial judges is therefore vital. Thirty-six states and the District 
of Columbia select at least some judges with the help of a judicial nominating commission.1 
Many federal judges are also chosen with the assistance of a commission, including magistrate2 
and bankruptcy3 judges, as well as some federal district4 and appellate5 judges.

One key element to a successful judiciary is diversity, both demographic and professional. 
Judges’ personal and professional experiences affect how they approach the cases that come before 
them. Bringing diverse perspectives to bear fosters decision-making that reflects the lived experiences 
of the whole population, resulting in better, richer jurisprudence. A diverse bench also promotes 
public confidence that the judicial system is fair and objective. When the judiciary includes all voices 
and perspectives, members of the public are more likely to trust that theirs will be heard as well. 
Diversity on the bench has the added benefit of establishing role models for all groups by showing 
that individuals from diverse backgrounds can obtain 
judicial positions. It is for these reasons that a number 
of states with judicial nominating commissions 
have constitutional or statutory provisions directing 
nominating commissioners to consider diversity in 
making their recommendations.6

Despite the benefits of judicial diversity, it remains lacking across the country. No state 
has a bench that comes close to reflecting the demographics of its population or the diversity 
of the legal profession. But nominating commissioners can play a vital role in changing this 
trend. Commissioners are the gatekeepers for appointed judges; they recruit candidates, evaluate 
their qualifications for the bench, and ultimately decide which names to put forward to the 
appointing authority. By actively recruiting candidates from across the legal profession and 
taking steps to ensure the fair evaluation of all candidates, commissioners can help build an even 
stronger judiciary. While the focus of this manual is on the state bench, many of the best practices 
included herein are also applicable to the selection of federal judges.

This resource provides nominating commissioners with concrete guidance on the steps 
they can take to promote a diverse bench. The best practices listed below reflect lessons, 
recommendations, and research provided by nominating commissioners, judges, advocates, and 
scholars. In recognition of the already heavy workload of nominating commissioners, this manual 
focuses on simple changes that can have an outsized impact on the strength of both the applicant 
pool and the candidates put forward to the appointing authority. 

Some of the key resources relied on are listed in the appendix. These resources reflect interviews 
with nominating commissioners and judges, quantitative and qualitative research by scholars and 
advocates, and expert recommendations.

“Personal experiences affect the facts 

that judges choose to see.” 

— Justice Sonia Sotomayor,  

U.S. Supreme Court (2001)7
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whaT Is dIversITy?

The bench should be composed of judges who come from different backgrounds, and have 
had a variety of personal and professional experiences. A diverse judiciary should have the 
following characteristics: 

 A diverse judiciary should reflect the demographic characteristics of the 
population it serves. Diversity encompasses gender, race, ethnicity, national origin, 
sexual orientation, parental status, physical ability, religious affiliation or lack thereof, 
socio-economic background, and geography.8 

 A diverse judiciary should reflect the diversity of the legal profession. Because 
judges draw from their experiences as lawyers, it is important that the bench collectively 
has experience across all areas of the law and representing clients along the socio-
economic spectrum.9 
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why Is dIversITy ImporTanT?

There are a number of values served by diversity in the judiciary. Most commissioners, judges, 
advocates, and scholars agree that diversity reaps numerous benefits.

A diverse judiciary: 

 Creates better, richer jurisprudence that reflects a broad range of experiences, 
backgrounds, and perspectives;10

 

Promotes public confidence that the judicial system is fair and objective by including 
all voices;12

 Establishes role models for all groups14 and contradicts stereotypes that individuals 
from certain groups cannot obtain judicial positions15.

In recruiting and evaluating judicial candidates, it is important to consider the many 
benefits of a diverse judiciary.

“The strong presence of black judges has a powerful impact on how non-minority 

judges, lawyers, and litigants view minority persons, and it also serves as an 

inspiration for minorities who aspire to positions in the legal profession.” 

– Judge Harry T. Edwards, U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit (2002)16

“A system of justice will be the richer for diversity of background and 

experience. It will be the poorer in terms of appreciating what is at stake and 

the impact of its judgments if all of its members are cast from the same mold.”  

 – Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, U.S. Supreme Court (1993)11

“It is the business of the courts, after all, to dispense justice fairly and administer the laws 

equally. It is the branch of government ultimately charged with safeguarding constitutional 

rights, particularly protecting the rights of vulnerable and disadvantaged minorities against 

encroachment by the majority. How can the public have confidence and trust in such 

an institution if it is segregated—if the communities it is supposed to protect are 

excluded from its ranks?” 

– Judge Edward M. Chen, U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California (2003)13
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how dIverse Is The JudICIary In The sTaTes?

State court benches across the country fail to reflect the demographic diversity of the 
populations they serve. Finding precise data poses a challenge because a number of states 
do not collect basic demographic information about their judiciary and no state collects and 
reports information across all diversity criteria. However, relying on the available data, we 
do know that in terms of gender, race, and ethnicity, states do not have benches that reflect 
their populations. For example, as of 2016, women make up approximately half of the U.S. 
population17 and just 31 percent of state court judges18. As of 2009, white males composed 
approximately 37.5 percent of the population but 66 percent of appellate state court judges.19 
(The last complete, publicly available racial diversity data set was collected in 2009).20

There is great variety across states in terms of the demographic composition of their overall 
population, their bar, and their bench. The following resources provide some information 
about current demographics. The appendix provides hyperlinks to the relevant demographic 
resources referenced below.

	 State Demographics: The United States Census Bureau provides demographic 
information about each state’s population.21

	 Lawyer Demographics: The American Bar Association provides information about 
each state’s bar population22 and nationwide lawyer demographic information23. 

•	 In most states, the population of lawyers is not nearly as diverse as the general 
population, thus magnifying the need for active recruitment of diverse candidates.24

	 Judge Demographics: Recently updated 
gender information about each state’s bench 
is available on the National Association of 
Women Judges’ website.25 Recently updated 
information about judges’ race and ethnicity 
is provided by the National Center for 
State Courts through their State Court 
Organization resource.26 However, states self-
report this race and ethnicity data, and some 
states have made little or no data publically 
available. The American Bar Association’s 
website provides a nationwide summary of 
race and ethnicity statistics from 2010.27

State court benches also fail to reflect the diversity of the legal profession. While no 
comprehensive national data exists on the professional background of state court judges, the 
existing data indicates that certain legal experiences remain underrepresented, such as work as a 
public defender or counsel for indigent criminal defendants, as an attorney for a public interest 
organization, or as a plaintiff’s side advocate focusing on certain issues such as civil rights or 
labor law.28 

The American Bar Association is 

currently engaged in a robust data 

collection project on judicial diversity 

and, at the time of publication, had 

compiled comprehensive information 

for almost half the states. For questions 

about or access to the collected data, 

contact Peter Koelling, Director Chief 

Counsel, Judicial Division, at  

Peter.Koelling@americanbar.org.
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how Can nomInaTIng CommIssIoners promoTe dIversITy?

Judicial nominating commissioners are well situated to help build a diverse judiciary. Small 
changes to a commission’s selection process can strengthen the applicant pool and the overall 
diversity of the candidates a commission forwards to the appointing authority. 

Of course, each state faces unique challenges and some best practices may be difficult to implement 
given a state’s statutory or constitutional guidelines or other local considerations. The practices in 
this manual can and should be modified as necessary to fit the needs of each commission. 

organIzaTIonal meeTIng

Many judicial nominating commissions begin their work to fill a judicial vacancy by holding an 
organizational meeting. These meetings are typically used to establish commission goals, review 
procedural and ethical responsibilities, discuss the governing rules, assign responsibilities, and 
coordinate schedules.29 

The organizational meeting also provides a valuable opportunity for promoting judicial 
diversity. Social science research has consistently shown that early conversations about candidate 
qualifications facilitate attention to the desired outcome and can help limit unconscious 
preferences and judgments, commonly referred to as implicit biases, and discussed in more 
depth below.30 The organizational meeting allows commissioners the chance to ensure there are 
clear rules governing each stage of the process. It also allows commissioners the opportunity to 
discuss desirable candidate attributes in advance of their evaluation. 

best practices:

➊  Schedule an Organizational Meeting:  Each commission should schedule an 
organizational meeting regardless of whether the commission’s rules require one. 

➋  Formalize Commission Procedures:  Use the meeting as an opportunity to review 
the commission’s governing rules and develop formalized, written procedures for any 
unaddressed areas. Such formalized procedures help ensure that all candidates are treated 
equally31 and that commissioners can be transparent about the process. A list of issues that 
each commission may want to address with formalized rules is available in the American 
Judicature Society’s Handbook for Judicial Nominating Commissioners.32 A few of the most 
important areas are listed below, with guidance provided in the relevant sections to follow:

	 Evaluative Criteria: Develop prescribed job criteria.33 Begin by reviewing any existing 
guidance, rules, or statutes. Additionally, consider the particular needs of the court the 
judicial vacancy is in and the current demographic and experiential composition of 
that court. Avoid making a narrowly defined professional experience — such as prior 
judicial service — a job requirement, as most skills can be garnered in a number of 
positions and strict requirements can quickly shrink the eligible applicant pool.34
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	 Recruitment and Immediate Next Steps: Begin conversations about recruitment 
goals for all commissioners and immediate next steps.

	 Interviewing: Consider whether all applicants will receive interviews, the length of 
interviews, who will conduct the interviews, and interview questions. 

	 Voting: Develop codified procedures for voting on candidates to recommend to the 
appointing authority. 

	 Data Collection: Discuss what data the commission intends to collect from applicants 
and whether this data will be available to commissioners during their evaluations. 

➌  Affirm Judicial Diversity as a Goal:  Given the importance of affirmative steps, such 
as active recruitment, to promoting a diverse bench, early buy-in by the commission to 
the importance of diversity is essential.35 Commissioners should not set target numbers, 
but should agree to consider the importance of diversity in their holistic evaluation of 
candidates.36 

➍  Schedule Implicit Bias Training:  Some states mandate or offer voluntary training for 
judicial nominating commissioners.37 A separate implicit bias training should be scheduled 
for commissioners who do not already have one available.38 

	 Current social science reveals that all individuals are susceptible to unconscious 
biases about others based on characteristics including race, ethnicity, gender, and 
income. These associations can affect individuals’ behavior towards others, even when 
individuals want to be fair and believe they treat all people equally.39 In the employment 
context, research has demonstrated that implicit biases can influence who receives an 
interview, how applications are evaluated, and who is ultimately selected for the job.40 

	 Luckily, implicit bias training can mitigate biases.41 Implicit bias trainings are 
informative about the science surrounding bias and help individuals develop a hiring 
process that is as free from bias as possible.42 

BUILDING A DIVERSE BENCH • 7

The American Bar Association’s Implicit Bias Initiative 

provides resources that can be used in trainings.43 Questions 

about the program or about trainings in your area should be 

directed to Felice Schur, Associate Director, Judicial Division  

(Felice.Schur@americanbar.org; 312-988-5105). Local 

universities are also useful resources for identifying implicit 

bias trainings as they often run trainings or at least provide 

them to their staffs.
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reCruITmenT of CandIdaTes

Judges with backgrounds underrepresented in their state’s judiciary almost universally indicate 
that they were encouraged to consider a judicial position by an influential member of the 
community.44 Interviews with judicial nominating commissioners45 and judges bringing 
demographic and professional diversity to the bench46 reveal that active recruitment has a 
dramatic effect on the quality and diversity of applicant pools. The American Bar Association’s 
Commission on State Judicial Selection Standards has likewise affirmed the importance of 
active recruitment, based on extensive research and interviews.47

Given the importance of recruitment, many nominating commission rules require 
commissioners to engage in at least some active recruitment.48 Commissioners in all states 
should formalize active recruitment procedures49 to ensure effective outreach to diverse 
applicants, and equal and consistent treatment.50

best practices:

➊  Begin Recruitment Early

	 Effective recruitment must begin, when possible, long before a job is posted.51 Often 
commissioners can anticipate a vacancy occurring months, and even years, in advance.

	 Commissioners must be careful, however, not 
to recruit in a way that suggests support for 
or a commitment to a candidate for a specific 
vacancy. Many states prohibit commissioners from 
having direct contact with applicants once the job 
has been posted or once they have submitted an 
application.52 In all states, commissioners may not 
suggest to a candidate that they will recommend 
her for a particular position.53 

➋  Create Recruitment Goals for All Commissioners 

	 All commissioners should develop recruitment goals that are appropriate for 
their particular composition and resources. Below is a list of several forms of active 
recruitment that can be effective for soliciting applications from strong and diverse 
candidates. These practices are based on recruitment strategies identified as successful 
by nominating commissioners55 as well as judges56. In developing recruitment goals, 
commissioners should work together so that outreach isn’t concentrated in only one 
part of the state. 

•	 Reach out to leadership at minority and affinity bar associations in order to 
encourage them to both recruit and recommend strong candidates.57

Further guidance on recruiting in 

compliance with commissioners’ 

ethical responsibilities is available 

in the Institute for the Advancement 

of the American Legal System’s 

Model Code of Conduct for Judicial 

Nominating Commissioners.54
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•	 Make speeches to community groups, minority bar associations, law school 
alumni associations, or other affinity groups explaining the role of judges and the 
application process. 

•	 Organize a panel of current judges to talk about their work. This would give 
potential candidates tools and information about judicial careers in their state. 
A judicial panel would also introduce current members of the bench to aspiring, 
well-qualified candidates, thus facilitating mentorship opportunities.58 

0 Co-sponsorship with a local minority bar association may also be possible 
and could encourage bar leaders to play a role in identifying and recruiting 
diverse judicial candidates.  

•	 Publicize and host “office hours” in which nominating commissioners are available 
to meet with individuals or groups and discuss the process.59 This form of outreach 
is particularly important in districts where it is common for commissioners to 
have private meetings or conversations with applicants.60 All candidates should 
have equal access to commissioners.

•	 Once nominating commissioners are connected with interested candidates, 
facilitate introductions to other stakeholders, including:

0 Other nominating commissioners. Members of the same commission 
often have different perspectives on the process and the role of a judge.  
It is helpful for strong candidates to connect with as many members of the 
commission as possible.

0 Judicial mentors. In some jurisdictions, commissioners facilitate introductions 
to sitting judges who can act as mentors to potential candidates. Judges are 
in the best position to communicate the nuances of the job and how to best 
prepare for it. Many judges report that mentorship from sitting judges was 
pivotal to their successful candidacy.61

➌  Build a Pipeline for Future Judicial Candidates and Nominating 
Commissioners

	 Future Judicial Candidates: Interviews with minority judges reveal that early 
consideration of a career on the bench contributed to their success in eventually 
becoming a judge.62 While outreach to law students and young attorneys will not affect a 
current vacancy, it will provide a more diverse applicant pool for future commissioners.63 

•	 Many of the steps commissioners will take in the recruitment process, such as 
speaking with community groups, minority bar associations, law school alumni, 
and other affinity groups will also help build a pipeline for future applicants.
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•	 Commissioners should also communicate the importance of the judiciary, the 
process for becoming a judge in their state, and the criteria they look for in 
applicants to: 

0 Students at local law schools. These 
meetings are also excellent opportunities 
to encourage students to apply for judicial 
clerkships. 

0 Current and former judicial law clerks. 
Clerks gain invaluable exposure to the work 
of judging early in their law careers.

	 Future Nominating Commissioners: Empirical research has found that when 
nominating commissions are more diverse, they recruit and recommend more diverse 
judicial candidates.65 Many states have rules or statutes fostering diversity within the 
commission.66 In all states, it is vital that current commissioners play a role in ensuring 
the demographic and professional diversity of future commissions. 

•	 Speak to community groups, minority bar associations, law school alumni 
associations, or other affinity groups about the important role played by 
nominating commissioners and encourage them to consider future appointments.

10 • BUILDING A DIVERSE BENCH 

The American Bar Association 

leads the Judicial Clerkship 

Program, which connects 

minority law students from 

around the country with judges 

and former law clerks.64 
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vaCanCy desCrIpTIon and dIssemInaTIon

Empirical research shows that the greater the rates at which female and minority applicants 
apply for judicial seats, the more likely they are to be nominated. Furthermore, the greater 
the rate at which they are nominated, the more likely they are to be appointed.67 As a result, 
achieving a diverse bench requires that these candidates not only consider a judicial career, but 
that they actually apply. 

To ensure that each commission has a qualified, diverse applicant pool, it is essential to widely 
distribute a detailed vacancy description.

best practices:

➊  Develop a Detailed Vacancy Description:  Researchers have found that the more 
transparent the process is, the more likely it is that qualified candidates who are otherwise 
underrepresented in the field will participate.68 So that all qualified candidates have an equal 
opportunity to apply, the job posting should include the information listed below. A sample 
vacancy description is also provided in the appendix.

•	 A description of the nature of the vacancy, which includes: (1) the position to 
be filled, (2) the needs of the court, and (3) the minimum qualifications;69 

•	 Detailed application instructions, which include: (1) the application form,  
(2) the submission deadline, (3) the submission instructions, 70 and (4) a contact 
person for any questions;  

•	 A description of the application process, which identifies: (1) who will review 
the applications, (2) the process for determining who will receive an interview, 
(3) who will conduct the interview, (4) whether interviews will be open to the 
public or closed, (5) which documents and deliberations will be made public, 
(6) how applicants will be notified of the outcome of the applications process, 
(7) the application timeline, and (8) the number of candidates submitted to the 
appointing authority and whether their names become public;71 and

•	 A statement that the state is an equal opportunity employer, values a diverse 
workforce and an inclusive culture, and encourages candidates of all gender 
identities, races, ethnicities, national origins, sexual orientations, parental 
statuses, physical abilities, religious affiliations or lack thereof, socio-economic 
backgrounds, and geographic locations to apply.
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➋  Disseminate the Job Posting Widely:  Commissioners are typically responsible for 
advertising judicial vacancies. Postings are often circulated on available listservs, posted 
on judicial and organizational websites, and placed in print or online newspapers and bar 
association journals. In order to ensure dissemination to a diverse group, it is essential that 
commissioners post the job description widely. A complete list of recommended placements 
for vacancy notices is available in the American Judicature Society’s Handbook for Judicial 
Nominating Commissioners.72 Of particular importance is publication with specialized and 
minority bar associations.73 Below is a list of some sources of dissemination with which to 
begin constructing a locally-relevant list. The appendix provides the appropriate hyperlinks, 
emails, and phone numbers for these resources. 

	 Minority and women’s bar associations.

•	 National bar associations: 

0 Hispanic National Bar Association 
0 National Association of Women Lawyers 
0 National Asian Pacific American Bar Association 
0 National Bar Association 
0 National Black Law Students Association 
0 National Conference of Women’s Bar Associations 
0 National LGBT Bar Association 
0 National Native American Bar Association 
0 North American South Asian Law Students Association 
0 Puerto Rican Bar Association 
0 South Asian Bar Association of North America 

•	 State bar associations:

0 A list of some women’s bar associations in each state is available on the 
American Intellectual Property Law Association’s website.74

0 A list of each state’s minority bar associations in available on most state bar 
associations’ websites. 

	 National and state affinity groups such as criminal defenders, prosecutors, 
government attorneys, trial attorneys, and civil rights attorneys. 

•	 Select national groups: 

0 The American Association for Justice
0 National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
0 National Association of Women Judges 
0 National Center for State Courts 
0 National Legal Aid and Defender Association 
0 The National Trial Lawyers 
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	 Alumni networks of national and local law schools, including minority and 
specialized student groups.75

• A list of all American Bar Association-approved law schools is available on the 
ABA’s website.

	 National and local law firms.

➌  Conduct Outreach to Bar Leadership:  Sharing the job posting with minority and 
affinity bar associations also provides an opportunity to reach out to bar leadership and 
suggest that they encourage their members to apply for the vacant position. In states where 
commissioners solicit feedback on candidates from the state bar association, they should 
also seek feedback from minority, women’s, and affinity bar associations.
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InTervIews

Commissioners report that interviews provide an invaluable opportunity for evaluation of 
judicial candidates. Interviews can be particularly important for candidates with fewer political 
connections, who may be less known to the commission prior to applying.76 However, because 
interviews are subjective, research suggests that commissioners are most likely to rely on their 
implicit biases during this stage of the process.77 As a result, commissioners should develop 
clear and uniform guidelines for conducting interviews.

best practices:

➊  Develop (at Least Some) Uniform Interview Questions:  A set of interview 
questions that is asked of all candidates provides commissioners with a basis for an equal 
comparison between interviewees.78 Implicit bias 
research shows that standardized interview questions 
allow for the best comparison between candidates and 
minimize biases.79 Of course, candidates have varied 
experiences and so asking only standardized questions 
can be unproductive. It is acceptable to ask candidates 
unique questions so long as they focus on candidates’ 
substantive legal experiences and qualifications.80 

➋  Include a Question Facilitating a Discussion of Greater Life Experience: 
 Provide candidates with an opportunity to discuss how their particular experiences will 
benefit the court.82 For example: Is there any aspect of your personal or professional 
background that you believe will be a particular asset to this court?

➌  Provide Ample Time for a Meaningful Interview and Standardize the Length: 
 In order for an interview to be productive, it is essential that commissioners have ample time 
to ask all of their questions, and that applicants have the opportunity to give thoughtful and 
complete answers. Interviews should therefore last at least 30 minutes.83 To ensure that all 
applicants are treated equally, interview length should be standardized.

➍  Take Notes During Interviews:  Individuals are particularly susceptible to implicit biases 
when they are asked to recall previous conversations. By taking notes during interviews, 
commissioners are more likely to accurately remember interviews and evaluate candidates 
fairly.84 Additionally, immediately following interviews, commissioners should consider 
filling out a brief evaluation form that requires both a quantitative and qualitative assessment. 
These evaluations will allow commissioners to capture their impressions of candidates and are 
particularly important for interviewers who prefer not to take notes.85

➎  Facilitate Conveniently Located Interviews:  In striving for geographic diversity 
on the bench, consider conducting interviews in various locations, including outside of 
major cities.

There are examples of appropriate 

standard questions in many states’ 

handbooks. Examples are also 

available in the American Judicature 

Society’s Handbook for Judicial 

Nominating Commissioners.81 
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delIberaTIons and voTIng

After commissioners have completed the interviews, it is important to evaluate and discuss all 
candidates prior to voting.86

best practices:

➊  Review the Definition of Diversity, Values, and Evaluation Criteria:  Begin 
with a reiteration of the definition of diversity, purposes of diversity, and evaluation criteria. 
Doing so reminds the group of its agreed upon, collective goals, reduces ambiguity, and 
protects against implicit biases.87 

➋  Carefully Weigh Experiences and Recommendations:  In order to ensure that 
candidates from all demographic and professional backgrounds are fairly evaluated, it is 
essential that each candidate be assessed holistically.  

	 Weigh Skills and Experience, Not the Candidate’s Title: In evaluating a candidate’s 
experience, pay particular attention to the depth of a candidate’s legal experience and 
its relationship to the type of judicial vacancy being filled. Avoid viewing experience 
in a particular position as a requirement and instead look to the skills candidates have 
been able to develop in each job.88 Additionally, keep in mind that while the speed 
at which a candidate’s career has advanced may indicate talent, it may also reflect 
bias or other hurdles related to his or her gender, race, ethnicity, or other personal 
characteristics.89 

	 Avoid Placing Undue Weight on the Ranking of an Applicant’s Law School: A 
number of factors affect individuals’ access to and selection of educational institutions, 
including application coaching, test preparation, availability of scholarships, and 
proximity to family.90 As a result, graduation from certain law schools should not be 
seen as a prerequisite.  

	 Consider All Recommendations and Ratings: In surveys of nominating commissioners, 
participants have indicated that the highest-rated evaluation criteria include 
recommendations and ratings from other commissioners.91 To avoid favoritism for 
candidates with inside connections to commissioners, it’s vital that commissioners carefully 
review all recommendations and ratings. 

➌  Standardize Conversations with References:  Just as candidate interviews should 
be conducted off a list of set questions, so too should reference checks.92 Similarly, notes 
should be taken during reference checks. Commissioners should also standardize the process 
by which they report the results of their reference checks to the other commissioners so that 
all evaluators have access to the same information.93
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➍  Develop a Codified Procedure Laying Out Voting Rules:  Many commissioners 
find that deciding on a system of voting is a uniquely challenging aspect of their job.94 Clear 
rules for voting that are straightforward and equitable avoid manipulation or the undue 
influence of certain members of the commission.95 In states without set rules, guidance on 
voting can be found in the American Judicature Society’s Handbook for Judicial Nominating 
Commissioners. In all states, commissioners should collectively review the rules to foster 
understanding.96
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daTa and reCord-KeepIng

The lack of available data about judicial candidates has been an obstacle to achieving judicial 
diversity. Recording information about candidates allows commissioners to discover whether 
they are both successfully recruiting diverse applicants and putting diverse candidates before 
the appointing authority. Active record-keeping will, therefore, help commissioners make 
data-based decisions about whether, and how, they want to modify their process.97 

Record-keeping can also protect judicial nominating commissioners against unfair criticisms 
that they did not nominate diverse candidates. Data can show, for example, that a commission 
put diverse candidates before the appointing authority and that the appointing authority failed 
to select them. 

Finally, active data collection will provide invaluable information about the background of the 
candidates who make it to the bench, helping to fill current data gaps.

best practices:

➊  Ask Applicants to Self-Identify Demographic Information in Their 
Applications:  Applicants should be asked to provide basic diversity information 
about themselves in their applications (and given the option to decline to provide this 
information). Commissioners may decide that they want this information to be collected 
for record-keeping purposes only and not be available to commissioners during the 
evaluation process.98 Collected information should include:99

•	 Race
•	 Ethnicity
•	 Gender identity 
•	 Sexual orientation
•	 Disability status 

➋  Publish Aggregate Diversity Data:  To protect the anonymity of candidates, data 
should only be released on an aggregate basis.100 The data should be made available to 
the public, as well as commissioners and the appointing authority. Released information 
should include the aggregate demographic make-up and professional experiences of: 

•	 All applicants
•	 Candidates who were given interviews
•	 Candidates whose references were contacted
•	 Candidates who were recommended to the appointing authority 
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➌  Review Data and Make Recommendations for Reform as Necessary: 
 After the vacancy has been filled, commissioners should review the applicant data and 
make recommendations to both the appointing authority and future commissioners for 
modifications, if necessary, in filling future vacancies.101 In addition to reviewing data, 
commissioners should reach out to successful and unsuccessful candidates about how they 
can improve the process.102
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ConClusIon

The recommendations provided in this manual are designed to assist nominating commissioners 
in building a more diverse judiciary. By making diversity a priority, actively recruiting diverse 
candidates, taking concrete steps to evaluate all candidates fairly, and designing a transparent 
process, commissioners will be able to foster a more inclusive and representative bench. 

Of course, each jurisdiction has its own needs and demands. The appendix provides 
resources that can assist in tailoring the best practices in this manual to each commission’s 
unique challenges. Included in the appendix are: (1) a select list of resources relied upon in 
developing the best practices listed herein; (2) links to resources providing information about 
the demographic composition of each state and organizations for outreach; and (3) a sample 
judicial vacancy description that can be modified for each opening.
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appendIx

Key resources 

1. Alliance for Justice, Broadening the Bench: Professional Diversity and 
Judicial Nominations (2016), available at http://www.afj.org/reports/professional-
diversity-report (analyzing the professional diversity of President Barack Obama’s federal 
judicial nominees).

2. Rachel Paine Caufield, Inside Merit Selection: A National Survey of Judicial 
Nominating Commissioners (2012), available at http://www.judicialselection.us/
uploads/documents/JNC_Survey_ReportFINAL3_92E04A2F04E65.pdf (surveying 
487 nominating commissioners from 30 states and the District of Columbia about the 
membership, rules, procedures, practices, and effectiveness of judicial nominating com-
missions).

3. Ctr. for Justice, Law and Soc’y at George Mason Univ., Improving Diversity 
on the State Courts: A Report From the Bench (2009), available at http://www.
justiceatstake.org/media/cms/DiversityReport2009_4F739E0E55910.pdf (recounting 
the experiences of successful minority judges and providing recommendations for im-
proving minority candidates’ access to judicial positions).

4. Edward M. Chen, The Judiciary, Diversity, and Justice for All, 91 Calif. L. Rev. 1109 
(2003) (publishing a talk by Judge Chen at the California Law Review’s annual banquet 
discussing the meaning and value of judicial diversity).

5. Harry T. Edwards, Race and the Judiciary, 20 Yale L. & Pol’y Rev. 325 (2002) (discuss-
ing the role of race in the judiciary and the value of diversity).

6. Marla N. Greenstein, Am. Judicature Soc’y, Handbook for Judicial Nomi-
nating Commissioners (2d ed. 2004), available at http://www.judicialselection.us/
uploads/documents/Handbook_for_Judicial_Nominating_Co_C46CEF0C61755.pdf 
(providing guidance to judicial nominating commissioners on every step of the selection 
process).

7. Sherrilyn A. Ifill, Racial Diversity on the Bench: Beyond Role Models and Public Confidence, 
57 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 405 (2000) (asserting that the most important justification for 
judicial diversity is inclusion of a variety of voices and enrichment of decision-making).
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8. Lawyers’ Comm. for Civil Rights Under Law, Answering the Call for a More 
Diverse Judiciary: A Review of State Judicial Selection Models and Their 
Impact on Diversity (2005), available at https://www.opensocietyfoundations.
org/sites/default/files/answering_20050923.pdf (considering the impact of meth-
ods of judicial selection on diversity and providing recommendations for increas-
ing diversity, relying, in part, on testimony from a convening bringing together civ-
il rights organizations, minority bar associations, and judicial independence groups). 

9. K.O. Myers, Am. Judicature Soc’y, Merit Selection and Judicial Diversity Re-
visited (2014), available at http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/
judicial/id/408 (considering the impact judicial nominating commissioners have on ju-
dicial diversity in their states).

10. Malia Reddick, Michael J. Nelson & Rachel Paine Caufield, Am. Judicature 
Soc’y, Examining Diversity on State Courts: How Does the Judicial Selection 
Environment Advance––and Inhibit––Judicial Diversity? (2009), available at 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2731012 (considering the effect 
that the method of judicial selection has on judicial diversity).

11. Standing Comm. on Judicial Independence, American Bar Ass’n, Standards on 
State Judicial Selection (2000), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/
dam/aba/administrative/judicial_independence/reformat.authcheckdam.pdf (enumer-
ating ABA standards for state judges and the best methods to assess candidates’ qualifi-
cations).

12. Ciara Torres-Spelliscy, Monique Chase & Emma Greenman, Brennan Ctr. For 
Justice,  Improving Judicial Diversity (2d ed. 2010), available at https://www.bren-
nancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/Improving_Judicial_Diversity_2010.pdf (con-
sidering how effective judicial appointment states are at recruiting female and minority 
judges, and proposing best practices based, in part, on interviews with judicial nominat-
ing commissioners).

13. Sheryl J. Willert, Wash. State Minority and Justice Comm’n, Building a Di-
verse Court: A Guide to Recruitment and Retention (2d ed. 2010), available at 
http://www.courts.wa.gov/committee/pdf/Buidling%20a%20Diverse%20Court%20
RR%20Manual%202nd%20Ed.pdf (recommending ways courts in Washington state 
can increase judicial diversity).

14. James Andrew Wynn, Jr. & Eli Paul Mazur, Judicial Diversity: Where Independence and 
Accountability Meet, 67 Alb. L. Rev. 775 (2004) (arguing that diversity is essential to an 
impartial and representative judiciary).
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links to demographic and outreach resources

definition of diversity

State Demographics:

•	 United States Census Bureau, Annual Estimates of the Resident Population by 
Sex, Race, Hispanic Origin for the United States, States and Counties, https://
www.census.gov/popest/data/counties/asrh/2012/PEPSR6H.html

Lawyer Demographics: 

•	 Each state’s bar population: American Bar Association, National Lawyer Population 
by State, http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/market_
research/national-lawyer-population-by-state-2015.authcheckdam.pdf

•	 Nationwide lawyer demographic information: American Bar Association, Lawyer 
Demographics, http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/
market_research/lawyer-demographics-tables-2015.authcheckdam.pdf

Judge Demographics: 

•	 Gender information: National Association of Women Judges, http://www.nawj.
org/us_state_court_statistics_2016.asp

•	 Race and ethnicity information: National Center for State Courts, State Court 
Organization, http://www.ncsc.org/sco (updated in 2015 but incomplete); 
American Bar Association’s website, National Database on Judicial Diversity 
in State Courts, http://apps.americanbar.org/abanet/jd/display/national.cfm 
(complete but last updated in 2010)

vacancy description and dissemination

Minority and Women’s Bar Associations

	 National Bar Associations: 

•	 Hispanic National Bar Association: http://hnba.com; support@hnba.com; 202-
223-4777

•	 National Association of Women Lawyers:  http://www.nawl.org; nawl@nawl.org; 
312-988-6186

•	 National Asian Pacific American Bar Association: http://www.napaba.
org/?page=Careers (jobs can be posted directly through the website); 202-775-
9555

•	 National Bar Association: https://www.nationalbar.org; gina.ricard@nationalbar.
org; communications@nationalbar.org; 202-842-3900
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•	 National Black Law Students Association: http://nblsa.org; info@NBLSA.org; 
202-618-2572

•	 National Conference of Women’s Bar Associations: http://ncwba.org; info@
ncwba.org; 503-775-4396

•	 National LGBT Bar Association: http://lgbtbar.org; info@lgbtbar.org; 202-637-
7661

•	 National Native American Bar Association: http://www.nativeamericanbar.org; 
adminassistant@nativeamericanbar.org

•	 North American South Asian Law Students Association: https://nasalsa.org; 
northamericansalsa@gmail.com 

•	 Puerto Rican Bar Association: http://prbany.com; info@prba.net 

•	 South Asian Bar Association of North America: http://www.sabanorthamerica.
com; executivedirector@sabanorthamerica.com

	 State Bar Associations:

•	 Women’s bar associations: American Intellectual Property Law Association, 
http://www.aipla.org/committees/committee_pages/Women_in_IP_Law/Pages/
Womens-Bar-Associations---States.aspx

National and State Affinity Groups 

•	 The American Association for Justice: https://www.justice.org; hr@justice.org; 
202-965-3500

•	 National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers: http://www.nacdl.org; assist@
nacdl.org (job posting should be attached as a pdf to the email); 202-872-8600

•	 National Association of Women Judges: http://www.nawj.org; mkomisar@nawj.
org; 202-392-0222

•	 National Center for State Courts: http://www.ncsc.org; lduncan@ncsc.org; 
knowledge@ncsc.org; 757-259-1830

•	 National Legal Aid and Defender Association: http://www.nlada100years.org; 
info@nlada.org; 202-452-0620

•	 The National Trial Lawyers: http://www.thenationaltriallawyers.org; 866-665-
2852

American Bar Association-Approved Law Schools

•	 American Bar Association, Official Guide to ABA-Approved Law Schools, 
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/aba_approved_
law_schools/official-guide-to-aba-approved-law-schools.html

http://www.nativeamericanbar.org/contact-us/%3Ca%20href=%22mailto:%20adminassistant@nativeamericanbar.org%22%3EEmail%3C%20/a%3E
http://nasalsa.org/about/contact-us/%3Ca%20href=%22northamericansalsa@gmail.com%22%20target=%22_blank%22%3Enorthamericansalsa@gmail.com%3C/a%3E
mailto:assist@nacdl.org
mailto:assist@nacdl.org
mailto:mkomisar@nawj.org
mailto:mkomisar@nawj.org
mailto:info@nlada.org
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sample vacancy description

A word version of this document is available on the Brennan Center’s website.

The Nominating Commission is now soliciting applications to a fill a vacancy in the [court 
name] located in [city name]. The [court name] is a [court description, e.g. trial court 
of general jurisdiction handling both civil and criminal cases]. Each judge on the [court 
name] hears approximately [number] cases per year. The candidate appointed to fill this 
vacancy will serve a [number of years] year term. Should the selected judge wish to remain 
on the bench for an additional term, she must [reselection method, e.g. face a retention 
election] at the end of her initial term. [Indicate whether there is a mandatory retirement 
age]. The salary for this position will be [salary].

Applications will only be considered by candidates who submit all requested materials as listed 
on the application form, attached, and meet the following criteria: [fill-in]. Applications must 
be received by [month, day, year]. 

All applications should be submitted by email or mail to [name, email, mailing address]. Any 
questions about the application process should be directed to [name, phone number, email, 
mailing address].

Once all applications have been received, the Nominating Commission will schedule and 
conduct interviews, deliberate, vote on the judicial candidates, and submit its recommendations 
to the appointing authority. The entire process will be concluded by [date] with an expected 
judicial start date of [date].

The Nominating Commission will conduct interviews of [description of how interviewees will be 
selected, e.g. all candidates who meet the minimum qualifications]. Interviews will be [number 
of minutes] long and will be conducted by [description of who will conduct the interviews, 
e.g. the entire Nominating Commission], whose names are listed below. Each interview [will 
be/will not be] open to the public. After concluding all interviews, [description of who will 
evaluate applications, e.g. every member of the Nominating Commission] will evaluate each 
application. The evaluative criteria identified by the commission are as follows: [insert]. 

Deliberations about the applicants [will/will not be] open to the public. The Nominating 
Commission will then vote on which [insert number] candidates will be recommended to the 
[insert appointing authority]. The names of the Nominating Commission’s recommended 
candidates [will/will not be] made public. All applicants will be notified of the outcome of the 
application process in the following manner: [insert notification process].

Names of Commissioners: [list below] 

We are an equal opportunity employer. We value a diverse workforce and an inclusive culture. 
We encourage candidates of all gender identities, races, ethnicities, national origins, sexual 
orientations, parental statuses, physical abilities, religious affiliations or lack thereof, socio-
economic backgrounds, and geographic locations to apply.
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endnoTes

1 Judicial Selection Across the United States, Brennan Ctr. for Justice, http://judicialselectionmap.
brennancenter.org/ (last visited May 3, 2016). There is some variation between organizations in how they 
define judicial nominating commissions and so total numbers can vary. At the time of publication, the 
Brennan Center’s list of states that use nominating commissions is as follows: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, 
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, D.C., Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, 
New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, 
Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

2 See Magistrate Judges Div., Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, The Selection, Appointment, and 
Reappointment of United States Magistrate Judges (2010), available at http://www.nced.uscourts.
gov/pdfs/Selection-Appointment-Reappointment-of-Magistrate-Judges.pdf.

3 See Malia Reddick & Natalie Knowlton, Inst. for the Advancement of the Am. Legal Sys., A 
Credit to the Courts: The Selection, Appointment, and Reappointment Process for Bankruptcy 
Judges 1 (2013), available at http://iaals.du.edu/sites/default/files/documents/publications/a_credit_to_
the_courts.pdf.

4 See Federal Judicial Selection, Nat’l Ctr. for State Courts, http://www.judicialselection.us/federal_
judicial_selection/federal_judicial_nominating_commissions.cfm?state (last visited May 16, 2016).

5 See id.

6 See Am. Judicature Soc’y, Judicial Merit Selection: Current Status 18, Table 5 (2011), available 
at http://www.judicialselection.us/uploads/documents/Judicial_Merit_Charts_0FC20225EC6C2.pdf 
(providing a list of states that have a provision requiring nominating commissions consider diversity for 
judicial applicants).

7 Sonia Sotomayor, A Latina Judge’s Voice, Raising the Bar:  Latino and Latina Presence in the Judiciary and 
the Struggle for Representation, Judge Mario G. Olmos Memorial Lecture, 13 Berkeley La Raza L.J. 87, 92 
(2002), available at http://abcnews.go.com/images/Politics/Berkeley_La%20Raza_2002.pdf.

8 See K.O. Myers, Am. Judicature Soc’y, Merit Selection and Judicial Diversity Revisited 9 (2014), 
available at http://cdm16501.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/judicial/id/408 (“Generally speaking, 
a ‘diverse judiciary’ would include the demographic characteristics of the population it serves, in terms of 
gender and gender expression, race and ethnicity, religious faith and non-faith, sexual orientation, etc.”).

9 See Alliance for Justice, Broadening the Bench: Professional Diversity and Judicial Nominations 
4 (2016), available at http://www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Professional-Diversity-Report.pdf 
(“But, a truly diverse judiciary is one that not only reflects the personal demographic diversity of the nation, 
but is also comprised of judges who have been advocates for clients across the socio-economic spectrum, 
seeking justice on behalf of everyday Americans.”).

10 See, e.g., Ctr. for Justice, Law and Soc’y at George Mason Univ., Improving Diversity on the 
State Courts: A Report From the Bench 6 (2009), available at http://www.justiceatstake.org/media/
cms/DiversityReport2009_4F739E0E55910.pdf (“Perhaps the most important argument for diversity in 
the judiciary is that it benefits judicial decision-making. Judges from different backgrounds and a diversity 
of experiences help to guard against the possibility of narrow decisions. Judges can debate with one another, 
offering divergent perspectives and educating their colleagues about how their decisions will affect various 
populations.”); Harry T. Edwards, Race and the Judiciary, 20 Yale L. & Pol’y Rev. 325, 329 (2002) (“And 
in a judicial environment in which collegial deliberations are fostered, diversity among the judges makes 

http://www.judicialselection.us/uploads/documents/Judicial_Merit_Charts_0FC20225EC6C2.pdf
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for better-informed discussion. It provides for constant input from judges who have seen different kinds of 
problems in their pre-judicial careers, and have sometimes seen the same problems from different angles.”); 
Sherrilyn A. Ifill, Racial Diversity on the Bench: Beyond Role Models and Public Confidence, 57 Wash. & 
Lee L. Rev. 405, 456 (2000) (“The inclusion of alternative or ‘non-mainstream approaches’ in judicial 
decision-making can invigorate the law with new and challenging approaches to decision-making and create 
opportunities for better, richer judicial decision-making. In this sense, diversity benefits not only minority 
litigants but the entire justice system. Focusing narrowly on case outcomes obscures this potential benefit 
of diversity.”); Sheryl J. Willert, Wash. State Minority and Justice Comm’n, Building a Diverse 
Court: A Guide to Recruitment and Retention v, 12, 73 (2d ed. 2010), available at http://www.
courts.wa.gov/committee/pdf/Buidling%20a%20Diverse%20Court%20RR%20Manual%202nd%20Ed.
pdf (“A diverse court is a smart court — one that is more likely to be innovative, productive and efficient 
in meeting the challenges facing the justice system in the twenty-first century because a diverse court is rich 
in human resources including a broad range of experience,  background and perspective.”); James Andrew 
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